RAPPER/SINGER/SONG WRITER
J Sexton Live at Sunfest 2019 (highlight video)

ARTIST INFORMATION

J Sexton- Poetry & Alchemy Live at Sunfest 2019
(feat. Orion Paxx & Alias)

BIOGRAPHY

Artist: J Sexton
Genre: Hip Hop/Pop
Hometown: Miami/Fort Lauderdale, FL

J Sexton is a Hip Hop artist with a Pop oriented sound. He can be booked as a solo
act or as a group act based on the client’s needs. He has been featured on multiple
songs (including “Good Vibes,” “I Got You,” and “Fire”).

INFLUENCES - RIYL

J Sexton recently performed at SunFest 2019, Florida’s largest waterfront music
and art festival. Artists included Ludacris, Keith Urban and Diplo. “SunFest” attracts
more than 130,000 visitors annually. The festival and patrons have a huge financial
impact on the local economy.

(Recommended If You Like)
• J Cole
• Eminem
• Macklemore

• G-Eazy
• Drake
• Everlast

RECENT PRESS
Reverbnation
“I liked the artist’s flow and delivery; the
flow flowed really well with the track and
the delivery was strong and charismatic. I
liked the chorus: it was catchy and
memorable.”
Ava Live Radio Interview
“My music is: Positive, true, and different.
I feel it represents a new vibe for hip
hop music. I collaborate with the best
around me to create a unique and catchy
sound while writing every lyric with
rhythmic flow to attract the ears.”
Divide and Conquer Music
“J Sexton is an artist from Florida who
recently released Good Vibes EP which
contains five songs. Sexton, as he put it
creates ”positive” pop/hip-hop which is
reinforced by his work in his local
community. Good Vibes EP veers heavily
towards straight hip-hop. Artists like
Eminem and Everlast came to mind.”

J Sexton auditioned for “America’s Got Talent” and was the state of Florida finalist.
He then performed In L.A. in front of the celebrity judges.
J Sexton released his hilarious “Subway Rap” Music Video rapping his order, hitting
2 million plus views.
He continuously works on bringing the South Florida community together with his
passion toward his purpose driven music.
Alongside Marcus Amaya, J Sexton performed at America’s Backyard in downtown
Fort Lauderdale for the “No More Tears” benefit concert to help fight human
trafficking and at Stache for the Marjory Stoneman Douglas benefit concert to raise
money towards helping the victims of the tragic school shooting.
J Sexton collaborated with Marcus Amaya and released the “Fire” music video, which
has received 60,000 views and is a great representation of the vibey music he creates.
His unique sound, lyrical and writing skills connect with all audiences. He continues
to collaborate with other artists to expand his craft in multiple genres and develop
his talent.

STATS
• 24 thousand+ Instagram Followers
• 2 million+ Views “Subway Rap” Music Video
• 10 thousand+ Youtube Subscribers
• 100 thousand+ Views “I Got You” Music Video

@JSextonMusic
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